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Before We Start . . .

Separate areas into

Family space

Baby space

Adult space



Safety Gates 

Secure Stairs and Define Spaces

Hardware Mounted Style

• Offer maximum security

• For use at top and bottom of 

stairways, hallways, 

entryways

• Require mounting kits 

unless installing in wood 

framed doorways



Safety Gates 

Secure Stairs and Define Spaces
Pressure Mounted Walk-Through 

Style

• Use to separate rooms on same 

level, hallways, entryways or at 

bottom of stairs

• Tool-free installation

• Available for openings up to 

approximately 6’



Safety Gates 

Secure Stairs and Define Spaces

Irregular and Extra-Wide
• Use to separate rooms for hallways, 

entryways or at bottom of stairs

• Use to section off area of a room 

to create a safe play space for baby

• Customize to fit any size or 

shape opening…as large as 

you need



Safety Gates 

Secure Stairs and Define Spaces
Play Yards
• Use to create a safe play 

area for baby

• Most styles allow you 

to add on panels as 

needed

• Combine with play mat for 

cushioned surface and added 

play value



The Question

• What do all styles of safety gates have 

in common?

• They all need to be mounted between 

two solid surfaces.

• How do we accomplish this?



The Secret Is Gate Mounts

• Gates mounts are the secret to 

safe, professional installations. 

Before you begin to install any 

safety gate you must have two solid 

surfaces usually across from each 

other, if you don’t, you have to 

create them.



Thinking Outside The Box

• Most safety gates are design to work in limited 
types of spaces 

• Don’t depend on manufacturers to instruct you 
how to adapt the customers space to make 
them work

• The mark of a professional childproof is the 
ability to understand the products they install  
thoroughly and adapt



Types of Gate Mounts



More Gate Mounts



After the mounts

Once the gate mounts are installed we have our 
choice of which gates to use.

Remember

We need to take control, the space dictates the type of 

gate. Customers want to purchase safety gates like they 

buy most other products, by looks. We need to educate 

them on function first.



Some Interesting Customer 

Installations



Remember

• All pressure mounted and pressure 

mounted walk-through gates must be 

mounted straight across the opening, 

never on an angle and never on the top 

of the stairs.



Hardware Mounted



Custom Sectional


